
Salt Lake Knitting Guild
2017 Mini Workshops

Saturday, January 14, 1pm – 4pm

Good Shepherd Lutheran Church
8575 South 700 East, in Sandy, Utah

Please plan to participate in 1-3 of the first 4 listed mini-workshops, OR in Carolyn’s 2 ½ 
hour Scarf extravaganza described on page 2.

Katy Carroll – Joins: Adding the next yarn
We’ll cover spit-splicing, Russian join, flexible fabric glue (gasp!), and maybe the magic 
knot. For my class, knitters will need a few yards of 100% wool worsted weight yarn, a 
(not too blunt) tapestry needle, and sharp scissors. 

Amy Hargreaves – Cast Ons & Bind Offs
Students will need to bring worsted or aran weight yarn -- wool or wool blend is best 
because it's stretchy. One pair of straight needles and two DPN's of the same size --
appropriate for the yarn. Also, please knit a stockinet swatch, 20 stitches wide by 
approx. 1.5 to 2 inches long with the same weight yarn, do not bind off, do not break 
yarn, leave it attached to the ball. We will make a beverage coaster with i-cord 
edges. The swatch is to practice the i-cord bind off in case the student doesn't knit quite 
fast enough to make a square in the time available. It will also provide a swatch so that 
they will know how many stitches to cast on for the coaster.  I will bring samples and 
handouts.

Sarah Scott – Double knitting
For my class the students need two different solid colors of worsted weight yarn, and 
appropriately sized needles, probably size 7 or 8. I will have a hand-out for my students 
on that day.

Susannah Hill - Buttonholes
I'd like anyone who wants to practice buttonholes to bring some worsted weight or 
heavier yarn and needles.



Carolyn Chen – Scarf w/ variegated yarn
Learn one application for showing off variegated yarns similar to the Strandwanderer 
shawl.   This class will make a RECTANGULAR version which can be turned into fingerless 
mitts, scarf or a hat band.   
Expect this workshop to take 3 hours – it is not on the 30 minute rotation ! 

Supply List:
Variegated Yarn with color lengths of 7” to 9 “ long.  DK, sport or worsted, 
recommended.
Straight or circular needles appropriately sized for your weight yarn.
Openable markers
Note taking tools (paper, pencils )  - No handouts will be provided.

Optional: (tools to make it easier to pick up stitches) 
Double pointed needles, smaller size than  your project needles
Smooth, contrasting waste yarn.  Omega #2 nylon thread is hefty, and pulls out easily. 


